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During the 2016/2017 reporting period, Rongxiang Regenerative Medicine Research Laboratory undertook a number of activities that underscore its commitment to UNAI and its principles. The following examples stand out as particularly noteworthy:

1. Every Woman, Every Child (EWEC) Programs

Our organization fulfilled our promises as one of the partner of UN EWEC Chinese Partnership Network by launching our Life Regenerative Action in Malaysia (27/07/2017) and Thailand (31/07/2017) Respectively.

Our goal is to making greater contribution to reduce the disability and mortality rate of burns for women and children globally. And our organization has been developing medical aids and training programs in the two regions.

Up to now, we have supported 100 clinical cases in the two countries in total. Our organization not only provides essential materials like medicine and medical devices but, more importantly, train local medical workers of regenerative life science and technology.

One of our strategic focus is to improve local health condition by training local medical workers and students who wants to build up their career in related subjects. We are currently under discussion with related organizations and
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Our organization held 25 global regenerative medical technology workshops.

One workshop in Shanghai where we brought 17 senior doctors from Middle-Asia Area including Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Kuwait and UAE to exchange knowledge, experience and practice of regenerative life science; two workshops in Mongolia where Senior Chinese Professor was invited to give lecture and workshops to 80 local medical workers; five workshops in Indonesia training 167 medical works; 21 workshops in Philippine training 473 medical workers.

In a nutshell, our program addressing the following principles:

2. The Belt and Road - Global Regenerative Medical Technology Workshop
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- **Addressing Poverty** - A commitment to addressing issues of poverty through education. We aim to train capable medical workers who can utilize our technology and skills to not only save life but also support their living.

- **Sustainability** - A commitment to promoting sustainability through education; We are designing a self-evolving global medical training & education platform which can bring medical professionals, professors, researchers and other stakeholders together and includes regions where related resources are highly inapproachable.

- **Education for All** - A commitment to educational opportunity for all people regardless of gender, race, religion or ethnicity. We are providing medical training for a wide spectrum of people from senior doctors from prestige hospitals to medical students. And we pay specially attention to female who wants to have a future career in medical field by designing programs specifically tailored to their needs.

Link: [http://mebo-international.com](http://mebo-international.com)